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Room 3

Activities to get back into shape to avoid injury

- Warm Up Drills

- PT Led lessons on what to be aware of

- Drills

- Minigames


Help out women’s pickup


Beginner’s pickup


Slow start okay even if people are already playing pickup for 2 months prior.  Can ramp up to 
mini and other things after a few weeks


A good signal by LAOUT to show that we care about people’s health and doing warmups, 
drills, etc.  Is helpful information not just for coming back but for disseminating information to 
people who are less experienced


Structure drills or days for more and less Covid friendly experiences (degree of contact, 
spacing, etc)


Generally people seem OK playing against unvaccinated people, but more so if everyone is 
masked


People would be okay to pay a small amount for clinics/leagues.  See Tuesday night pickup in 
Santa Monica


Case Rates are more important than vaccination rates.  Vaccinations should push case rates 
down, but if vaccines are high and case rates are still high, vaccines aren’t necessarily helping


What does asking about vaccination actually get us?  Would it change anything about how we 
run things?


Group 2

Preference for playing instead of clinics

Using vaccination rates to determine mask requirements

Use more registered events to track participants

No rule modifications

Could do beach events earlier.  Don’t need to wait for the fall


Group 1

League specific survey to learn the % of people vaccinated.  Even if no rule mods, just for ease 
of mind

Can LAOUT partner with anyone to help people get/schedule vaccines

Rule mods - accommodate people who can’t/won’t mean a mask

Support for clinics




Large gathering is 50 people in orange, 100 in yellow.  Is that per field?  Per event?

How to deal with aggressive, physical play?



